The Future of
Automotive Retail

The path towards mobility provider

Survey of car dealers and
customers in Germany

Executive Summary
The future role of dealers
holds many great
opportunities – if those
responsible get it right
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PwC has jointly with Autohaus conducted a survey with approximately 1,800
Autohaus Panel brand-dependent and brand-independent dealers from
Germany as well as an online survey with 1,000 consumers.
The objective of the automotive retail study is to describe the future of car
retailing and the way customer expectations affect the business model of
dealers in particular.
Dealers already feel the pressure and the majority expects that their role will
change in the next five to ten years, but feel ill prepared for it. Dealers also see
direct sales by OEMs and third parties as the greatest threat to their business
model.
While half of customers still see the dealer visit as most important source of
information when purchasing a car, two out of three would buy a new car online
and half of them through third party providers.
Overall, fundamental changes in the automotive retail sector will further happen
over the next five years, but more as an evolutionary step.
However, in 10 years from now, the automotive retail sector in Germany will
look substantially different with a network of “mobility service partner” that will
then be based on a agent-model driven by an incentive system focused on
customer centricity and mobility services.
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The Future of Automotive study was carried out in two stages

• The survey was based on approximately 1,800 Autohaus Panel branddependent and brand-independent dealers from Germany.

External factors
Competition

• All surveys were carried out by Autohaus
compilers in cooperation with the renowned
research institute PULS, through the Autohaus
Panel platform.

• An online survey was conducted to interview members of households,
aged 16 and above, who have their own cars and who make or at least
participate in the car purchasing decision themselves.
• The survey covers a sample of
n = 1,000 respondents.

Technology

Input

Implication

Focus
topics

• The survey was conducted with all relevant
premium and volume brands in Germany.

Customer survey

OEMs

Customer &
retailers study

1

Change in the traditional sales channel
How important is the traditional dealer to
the customer?

2

Digital distribution in the car trade
How is digitisation changing the role of the
retailer?

3

Brand loyalty and customer behaviour
How do retailers reach and retain their
future customers?

4

Importance of car sharing and mobility
What is the role of dealers in the mobility
sector?

Key findings of
customer and retail
study

Automotive retail
business

Implications

• PwC and Autohaus Panel jointly conducted a dealer survey in June 2018
to find out more about the role of dealers in the future.

Several factors defined four focus topics for the survey
framework in our study

Insights

Dealer survey

Input

How does the
business model look
like medium term
(2023) and long term
(2028)?

Implication

eascy
Electrified

Autonomous

Shared

Connected

Yearly updated
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PwC study how dealers should position themselves in the future
Background

Objective

The traditional car trade distribution scheme from OEMs to the dealer and on to the customer
seems to have become an outdated model, driven by different trends. The eascy factors:
electrified, autonomous, shared, connected and yearly updated are spinning the automotive
wheel of transformation. The dealer landscape is already changing, due to ongoing
consolidation, the use of new sales channels and the emergence of new forms of mobility.

The objective of the automotive retail study is to describe the future of car retailing and the
way customer expectations affect the business model of dealers in particular. It examines the
conflicts between OEMs, new digital competitors and changing customer behaviour.

Customers, inspired and influenced by their experiences of other industries, expect at the
very least an equivalent experience of the car trade. This applies not only to the range of
products available at local car dealerships but also, to a significant extent, to the online and ecommerce presence of the car industry as a whole.

As a first step, a dealer survey was conducted to understand which topics and areas of
conflict are of particular importance to dealers and how dealers see the future of the car trade.
Secondly, a customer survey was conducted to validate and review the dealers’ and
customers’ points of view. The findings of the two surveys were compared in order to
establish the implications for the dealers’ future business model.

Very soon car buyers are going to expect manufacturers and dealers to offer convenient,
transparent and dynamic concepts that allow them to select and buy their new cars online.

Future challenges put the automotive retail model under
pressure

Digitisation bears the risk of third party online providers
taking over

Disruptive trends in the automotive sector
1

 Digitization
 Online channel

Sales Channel

Customer

Local retailer

2

 Connected
 Yearly updated
 Shared
Vehicles sales

Customer

INDIRECT

Ownership
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 Electrified
 Autonomous
 Shared
Aftersales service

Customer

Local retailer

DIRECT customer interaction

Digital sales …
… offer the CHANCE to …

… bear the RISK of …

OEMs

OEMs

Retailers

Retailers

Own
digital
platform

Thirdparty
players

…interact
directly with
the customer

…loosing the
customer
interface

…

Customers
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The majority of dealers are sure that their role will change in the
next five to ten years, but feel ill prepared for it
How prepared do you feel as a dealer for the next ten years?
Don't know
9%

Very well
prepared 1%

Dealer survey: How do you asses your current skills as an
online sales retailer?
Very good

3%

Ill prepared
5%
Good
Well prepared
50%

79%

Dealers are sure that their
role will change
dramatically in the next
five to ten years

Not well
prepared
35%

32%

Rather small

Bad

47%

10%

57%

Expect that they are
lacking the basic skills
required for online sales
Difference to 100%: Not known
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Physical retail
How important is the traditional dealer to the customer?
We see and hear a lot about the way increased customer expectations, disruptive technologies and new players are transforming the automotive retail industry,
questioning the future of dealers. As a result, 58% of dealers expect the traditional local sales channel to lose importance. On the contrary the customer survey shows that
personal visits as well as personal advice on-site at the dealership is still a very popular choice. Additionally, 50% of customers state that they do not want to buy a car
without personal advice and 30% still visit a car dealership or showroom several times before buying a car.

Customer survey: Where do you get information before
buying a new car and what is important?
56%

Visits to dealer
26%

Manufacturers’ website

25%

Experiences and opinions of family and friends

23%

Brochures or information material from OEMs

22%

Dealers’ websites

19%

Articles in trade press (eg, Auto Bild, ADAC, Motorwelt)

16%

Customer rating portals

15%

Specialist media websites
Visits to car fairs

7%

Video portals (eg, YouTube)

6%

Visits to pop-up stores

6%

Social media channels (eg, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)

Customer survey: What is important when buying a new car?

5%

When buying a new car, the most
important source of information is
the visit to the dealer.

I do not want to buy a car
without personal advice.
Before I decide on a new car, I usually visit a
car dealership or a showroom several times.

50%
30%

I think it would be better if the test drive could take place at a location of
my choice rather than near the car dealership.

18%

It is very important for me to be able to configure my new car personally on
the computer with all possible equipment features.

17%

I would buy a new car without taking a test drive beforehand.
I would also buy a new car without having seen it in person beforehand.

8%
6%

Personal advice is the highest priority
for customer when buying a new car.
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Physical retail
How important is the traditional dealer to the customer?
In the case of new vehicle purchases, dealer visits are the most important source of information (56%), especially for those over 50 years of age (62%), but half of those
under 40 (47%) also show great trust in dealers during the vehicle information search. The importance of the traditional dealership is also supported by the fact that 77% of
customers prefer a personal visit to the dealer as the most important contact option.
In conclusion, we see that the traditional sales channel is still of great importance to many customers, especially when it comes to obtaining information prior to purchasing
a vehicle.

Customer survey: What contact options are important when buying a new car?
Importance
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

16 - 29

30 - 39

Personal visit to dealer
Telephone hotline during usual opening hours (8.00 - 18.00)
24-hour telephone hotline
Video chat

40 - 49

50 - 59
E-Mail
Callback request
Online text chat
Not known

60 +

Age
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Digital retail
How is digitisation changing the role of the retailer?
For dealers, direct sales by OEMs (82%) and online sales
platforms run by third-party providers outside the industry
(73%) are seen as the greatest threat to the traditional car
retail model. This threat seems to be valid since 63% of
customers would buy directly online from OEMs and 50%
via a third party’s online platform. The good news is that
62% consider dealers for their online purchase.
Overall, we can see that online car purchases will continue
to gain importance. The greatest benefits for customers
are the opportunity to ‘search around the clock’ (34%),
ease of comparison of offers (34%) and lower prices
(33%). For 50% of potential new car buyers, however, the
main disadvantage of buying a car online is the lack of a
test drive and the possibility of actually not seeing the
desired vehicle.

Customer survey:
Which sales platforms are particularly popular?
∑
Top 2
Two out of three
buyers would buy a
new car online, half
of them through third
party providers.

98%

92%

63%

62%

50%
Possibly

18%

In any case

44%
80%

47%

48%

40%

48%
In person at a
car dealership

In person
directly at the
manufacturer’s

16%

14%

10%

Online with the
manufacturer

Online with the
car dealership

Online with a
third-party
provider

Dealer survey:
What do dealers see as the greatest threat to the traditional car market?
Direct sales by manufacturers

82%

Online sales platforms of third party
providers from outside the industry

73%
39%

Alternative mobility offers (Carsharing or Uber)

32%

Lack of digitisation in traditional commerce
See no threat

3%

“I thought I knew what was
coming – but so far, I don’t
have the slightest idea. There
is no concrete (digital)
strategy.”

General manager, large dealership in Munich
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Digital retail
How is digitisation changing the role of the retailer?
Customer survey:
What are the advantages of buying a new car online?
Round-the-clock searches

34%

Ease of comparison of offers

34%

Customer survey:
What are the disadvantages of buying a new car online?
54%

No possibility of a test drive

50%

Vehicles cannot be seen in real life/you cannot sit inside

35%

Insufficient advice
Lower prices

33%
26%

No possibility of trade-in of the old car
Larger selection of brands and models

27%

Time-saving

24%

More comfortable

24%

Availability/delivery date instantly visible

Missing buying experience compared to buying in retail stores

18%

Uncertainty about how to deal with my personal data

16%

Generally low confidence in online shops

15%

17%
Cumbersome purchasing process / conclusion of contract

Greater choice of financing models

I do not see any advantages in buying a car online

21%

Unclear who will take over the service after purchase

10%

22%

The greatest
advantage of online
shopping is timeindependence and the
ease of comparison
of offers.

Contract is still concluded via a local dealer
I do not see any disadvantages in buying a car online

10%
For half of
potential new car
buyers, the lack of
a test drive is the
main disadvantage
5%
of buying a car online.
8%
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Digital retail
How is digitisation changing the role of the retailer?
Despite missing the opportunity to take test drives, 23% of under 30s see the use of VR technology as an
existing alternative to physical test drives. They state that VR glasses would provide sufficient information for
decision-making when buying a car.
30% of all age groups would buy a new car without taking a test drive while 17% would even be willing to buy
without having seen the car beforehand. And in particular the younger more tech affluent generations would buy
a new car without taking a test drive and without having seen it beforehand.

Customer survey: What role does virtual reality technology play
in your car purchasing decision?
A new car is so expensive I want to sit
in before I buy it.

Using VR glasses would make my car
purchase much easier.

A virtual test drive through VR glasses
could replace a real test drive for me.
.
I would be happy to look at my new
car through VR glasses, then order it.
.

29%

60%

I just need to see the features I
configured (colour, interior design,
etc.) on the computer, I do not need
VR goggles.

∑
Top 2

36%

20%

25%

7%

5%

13%

5%

12%

Fully agree

Somewhat agree
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Customer behavior
How does the retailer reach and retain his future customers?
Customers are becoming more sophisticated and expectations are often raised as a result of other industry
experiences. Also, the amount of available information and comparable products and services places the
customer at an advantage when it comes to purchase decisions.
Dealers are particularly aware of this in their day-to-day business. As a consequence, 50% of dealers see as the
biggest challenge the fact that customers are less loyal to brands (48%) and dealers overall (46%).

Dealer survey:
Which of the following customer behaviors presents the greatest
challenge for dealers?
Customers demand high discounts

56%

Customers visit the dealership but buy online

55%

Customers are less brand-loyal than before

48%

Customers are less dealer-loyal than before

46%

Customers are increasingly losing confidence in the industry
Customers no longer necessarily want to own, but
only to use or share
Customers demand perfect digital communication

30%
16%
12%
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Customer behavior
How does the retailer reach and retain his future customers?
Many customers are initially quite indecisive when it comes to brand selection. 46% of new car customers consider three to four brands before buying a car. This puts
dealers in a difficult position when attempting to attract and reach potential customers.
Also social media plays a big role, as one third obtains information through video portals and one in five through social media. For 25% of people, the experiences and
opinions of family and friends are considered the most important source of information when buying a new car.

Customer survey: How strong is the brand loyalty when buying a new car?
∑
83%

“99 out of 100
customers

46%

coming

to us have no firm idea what car they
want and therefore require an actual
needs analysis.”

Owner and general manager,
dealership in Augsburg

24%
13%
5%

Only one manufacturer

Two manufacturers

Three to four manufacturers Five to six manufacturers

7%

All manufacturers worth
considering

5%

Not known
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New mobility
What is the role of dealers in the mobility sector?
What role does the dealer play in the car sharing and mobility sector? A fair question could also be if dealers have a role within this sector at all. During our survey, dealers
have expressed mixed feelings around this topic.
On one hand, 39% of dealers see a threat for traditional retail, in car sharing and ride-hailing offers. But on the other hand, 85% of the surveyed dealers expect that the
topic "full-service provider" gains importance and 49% of dealers are also considering to invest within the next 5 years to establish themselves as a mobility service
provider.

Dealer survey: To what extent will the following topics gain
importance in the future?
Full-service providers for all
car related aspects

41%

Digital sales channels
on the internet

28%

Customer proximity to the
car selection process

26%

Sales and service from
a single provider

24%

Traditional local
sales channel

11%

44%

12%

52%

46%

45%

29%

15%

40%

1 = Will become much more important

3 = Neutral

2 = Will become important

4 = Will loses importance

Digitisation
(for process support)

67%

Training of employees
(eg, IT department)

17%

18%

Dealer survey: In which areas should you invest in the next
five years?

9%

14%

18%

5 = Not known

54%

Transformation into
mobility provider

49%

21%

Sales floor optimisation

20%

Merger into larger groups

No investments planned

11%

“Mobility needs are changing
fast and a dealership will
probably become a mobility
provider in the future.”
Owner and general manager,
family-owned dealership
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New mobility
What is the role of dealers in the mobility sector?
For customers one in three consider car sharing to be an alternative to owning a car. 51% under the age of 30 can envisage managing without their own car in their
household over the next five to ten years and will use car sharing or similar services instead.
However, owning a car means flexibility (75%) and freedom (60%). One out of four under the age of 30, considers car ownership a status symbol compared to other age
groups (8%) and one in three believes that owning a car is cheaper than car sharing and does not want to do give up their own car in the future.

Customer survey: What are the
advantages of owning a car?

Customer survey: Can car sharing replace
one's own car?

I'm just more flexible
with my own car
Having my own car
means freedom to me

∑
36%

The younger the Germans, the more
likely they will use car sharing over
car ownership.

51%

60%

The local public transport
links are inadequate

32%

There are no local mobility
alternatives such as car sharing

36%

41%
29%

38%

29%

I drive so much that my own car is
cheaper than car sharing

19%

I need my own car for my job

17%

Only with my own car it is possible
to express my own personality

9%

A vehicle is a status symbol for me

8%

Other reasons

7%

75%

3%

28%

30%

50 - 59
years

60+ years

28%
Yes under any circumstances
Possibly
Probably not
Never

16 - 29
years

30 - 39
years

40 - 49
years
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Comparison of key findings show more consensus than
contradiction between dealers and customer

Dealers…

For customers…

1

Physical retail
How important is the traditional dealer to
the customer?

… expect the traditional sales channel to lose
importance

2

Digital retail
How is digitisation changing the role of the
retailer?

…see direct sales by OEMs and third-party
providers as biggest threat

=

…two out of three would buy a new car online,
half via third party providers

3

Customer behaviour
How do retailers reach and retain their
future customers?

…feel that customers are less loyal to brands
and retailers

=

…half of them consider three to four brands
when buying a car

4

New mobility
What is the role of dealers in the mobility
sector?

… expect the full-service provider model to
gain importance

=

…one in three considers car sharing as
alternative

…more than half see dealer visits as most
important source of information
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We expect further fundamental changes in the automotive retail
sector over the next five years, but more as an evolutionary step
Based on research and the key findings of the survey we expect dealers to remain a focal point for customers over the next few years. Customers will continue to visit a
physical dealership. Nevertheless, customer behaviour and digitisation will further transform automotive retail and we expect to see the biggest impact on the dealer
network in the following areas:
Sales and distribution model:
Customers are already interested in buying directly from OEMs (63%). This is picked up by OEMs testing and applying
direct sales models in selected markets to get direct access to valuable customer data and insights.

Third party online providers:
50% of customers are interested in buying a car through a third-party platform online, as they offer a more user-friendly and
transparent platform than OEMs and dealers.
Customer journey:
Customers focus on the best deal (33%) and convenience (34%), will result in a more complex and fragmented
customer journey that switches between online and offline channels. This is influenced by video portals (30%) and
social media (20%) where customers look for feedback and reviews.
Technology applications:
‘New’ technologies such as VR/AR will change the way OEMs and dealers communicate and interact with customers. 30% of people under the age of 40 already
consider this an alternative for test drives when buying a car.

Mobility offerings:
One in three customers can envisage car sharing more often and even replacing their own car in the future, threatening traditional revenue streams. With car sharing,
too, the brand also plays an important role for customers (39%).
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The future role of dealers holds many great opportunities –
if those in charge get it right
The implications for dealers and OEMs are complex and manifold, and often only manageable when tackled together. Yet there are many great opportunities out there for
dealers, allowing them to define their role in future automotive retail.

Sales and distribution model:
If OEMs apply the direct online sales channel, thus affecting sales and distribution model, a sound and mature strategy with dealers will be required. However, dealers
need to make investments and be willing to support the transformation.

Third party online providers:
Dealers and OEMs need to enhance their joint efforts on omnichannel management/integration to avoid losing customers to third party online providers. This requires
a comprehensive CRM system and an overarching lead management process between OEMs and dealers.

Customer journey:
Dealers and OEMs need to ensure a seamless customer journey that combines both the physical and digital world. This requires a single view of the customer which
can only be achieved jointly by the OEM and dealers. In addition, dealers need to enhance their competencies in social media.

Technology applications:
Technologies such as VR/AR have to be anchored in relevant processes at the dealership and along digital touch points. Dealers need to ensure that employees have
adequate skills using these technologies with their customers.

Mobility offerings:
In order to play a role in this area, dealers need to transform themselves more as mobility service providers in collaboration with OEMs. Employees will have to
become customer and mobility advisors and no longer purely sellers of products.
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Dealers will be required to take relevant actions in adjusting their
current business model
Impact on business model

Need for action by dealers

Sales and
distribution
model

Online sales customer acceptance pushes OEMs to
introduce direct online sales channel

Need to align with OEMs on a joint strategy to establish
new sales and distribution model

Third party
online
providers

New online players challenge existing OEMs/dealers by
offering a more transparent and convenient sales process

Support omnichannel integration with OEMs to establish
a comprehensive CRM/IT infrastructure and lead
management

Customer
journey

Complex and fragmented customer journey with strong
influence from social media channels

Link physical and digital touchpoints to ensure a
seamless customer journey leveraging social media
channels

Technology
applications

Use of VR/AR technology has direct impact on test drive
and buying behaviour

Invest in employee qualification to leverage use of VR/AR
technology

Mobility
offerings

Increasing acceptance of car sharing replaces
personally-owned car revenue stream

Collaborate with mobility providers and become a trusted
mobility service advisor
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The automotive retail sector in Germany will look substantially
different in the next 10 years
Dealers will remain relevant but need to adjust their business model due to a changing market environment. This evolution has been in progress for some time now. We
expect the role of the dealer to undergo a substantial change with a clear trend towards selling more services.
Therefore dealer needs to become more customer-focused especially when it comes to physical retail touchpoints. ‘Point of sale’ stores need to develop into ‘point of
contact‘ stores where personal advice to customers is of primary importance alongside brand experience elements to provide a truly personalised customer experience.
Over the next five to ten years the role of the dealer and the current dealer franchise system will be called into question, with OEMs selling direct to customers. So far,
OEMs are only testing direct sales and many challenges remain, particularly the legal situation and identifying the right pricing strategy. But as soon as these challenges
are ironed out, the specific role of the dealer must be redefined.

Today–2018

Dealership

2023

2028+

Online
platform

Online
platform

Third party
platform

City
showroom

Connected
Services

OEM
direct sales

5G
connectivity

Flagship
(experience)
dealership

Quick
repair
Dealership

Online
platform
Quick
repair

Pop-up
store

Quick
repair

Robotaxis

Shared
mobility

Electrification

Service
factory

(Semi)
autonomous
Quick
repair
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Outlook for the automotive retail
In our future scenario OEMs and dealers need to establish an even more
collaborative and integrated sales model to be successful. Rising competition
means OEMs and dealers will have to act in an agile and flexible way.
This potentially requires a change from the current dealer franchise network to an
agent model. The dealer will become a mobility service partner focusing on tasks
such as test drives, vehicle handovers, mobility service offerings etc., acting as the
direct link between the OEM and customers. The OEM will be in charge of car sales
and marketing activities, pricing concepts, branding and shared back office
services.
That could mean less profit for the dealer as mobility service partner, but also
reduced costs and risks. In this scenario, the incentive system in particular would

Today–2018

Traditional retail dealer

Business model
Channel
approach
Products/
services
Customer data

look different than in the current model and could include:
•

Lower base margin covering core operating costs (in combination with smaller,
more flexible formats)

•

Higher service fee for customer-centred services (eg, test drive at home) based
on customer feedback and satisfaction

•

Focus on the incentive of qualitative bonus payments, eg, lead management,
data management, etc.

Ultimately, the customer will be the biggest winner of all. And if OEMs and mobility
service partners fail to make relevant changes today, customers will turn elsewhere
in the future.

2023

2028+

Mobility service partner

• Traditional retail dealer

• Agent model

• Bonus/margin structure

• Qualitative incentive/bonus structure

• Multichannel sales approach
• Product-driven

Ongoing change
towards an ‘agent model’

• Integrated omnichannel sales approach
• Service-orientated

• Focus on selling cars and related products

• Mobility advisor focusing on personalised services

• Non-unified CRM view

• Holistic CRM view

• Individual customer data

• Shared customer data
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